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Abstract. We present a novel resolution-based outlier notion and a nonparamet-
ric outlier-mining algorithm, which can efficiently identify top listed outliers 
from a wide variety of datasets. The algorithm generates reasonable outlier re-
sults by taking both local and global features of a dataset into consideration. 
Experiments are conducted using both synthetic datasets and a real life con-
struction equipment dataset from a large building contractor. Comparison with 
the current outlier mining algorithms indicates that the proposed algorithm is 
more effective. 

1   Introduction 

The term “outlier” can refer to any single data point of dubious origin or dispropor-
tionate influence. Given a set of observations X, an outlier is an observation that is an 
element of this set but which is inconsistent with the majority of the data or inconsis-
tent with a sub-group of X to which the element is meant to be similar. The above 
definition has two implications: outlier vis-à-vis the majority; and outlier vis-à-vis a 
group of neighbours. Whether it is an interesting contaminant or dubious data entry, 
an outlier is often considered noise, which can have a harmful effect on statistical 
analysis. 

Attempts have been made to remove the noisy data using various outlier mining 
approaches; in one example, Raz et al. [1] designed an expert system to automatically 
detect unlikely vehicles and erroneously classified ones from weigh-in-motion data. 
In contrast to noisy data, some relevant outliers contain important information on 
system malfunction, mismanagement, or even unpredictable phenomena (environ-
mental or geological disaster), which should be detected for further investigation 
rather than discarded. In either of these two cases, the inconsistent records should first 
be identified as much as possible from the dataset. Data validation (range validation, 
single variate pattern validation etc.) can only filter out a small portion of outliers. 
Traditional statistical approaches including multivariate outlier detection are not ap-
plicable due to their pre-assumption of certain statistical distributions, which may not 
exist for datasets containing multiple clusters. 

Outlier mining techniques in data mining seem to be viable solutions for outlier de-
tection in engineering applications. Some of the popular algorithms include among 
others a distance-based outlier mining algorithm by Knorr and Ng [2]; a local outlier 
mining algorithm by Breunig et al. [3] and a connectivity-based mining algorithm by 
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Tang et al. [4]. However these algorithms are not widely accepted in civil engineering 
disciplines because they do not cater to the special features of engineering datasets, 
including: 

 
 Current outlier mining algorithms need domain-dependent parameters, but these 

parameters are not known a priori; 
 Current outlier mining algorithms need some parameters, which can only be 

obtained and tuned through tremendous trial-and-error effort. This is not practi-
cal for frequent time-changing applications and thus cannot be an integrated part 
of a real-time decision support system. 

 Current outlier mining algorithms are capable of mining either global or local 
outliers while the engineering dataset usually contains loosely bounded clusters. 
It is difficult in this case to differentiate local from global outliers. 

 In engineering applications, there exists a need for ranking the top-listed outliers. 
This is where our major focus is. 

 
In this paper, we present a Resolution-Based outlier (RB-outlier) notion and an as-

sociated outlier detection algorithm efficient for engineering applications. The RB-
outlier notion is proposed based on a nonparametric clustering algorithm called 
TURN* by Foss and Zaïane with the same idea of resolution change [5]. The pro-
posed algorithm can detect and rank top-N outliers from any kind of dataset without 
the need for input parameters.  

We also compare RB-outlier with DB-outlier and Local density based outlier 
(LOF-outlier) mining algorithms using both synthetic datasets and a construction 
equipment dataset from a large building contractor. Our experimental results show 
that the RB-outlier mining algorithm generates equivalent or better results than the 
other two competitive algorithms on all the datasets while benefiting from the absence 
of input parameters; the RB-outlier results seem to combine the results from both DB-
outlier which looks for global outliers and LOF-outlier which looks for local outliers. 
Analysis on the detected outliers from the equipment datasets shows that these com-
bined results make more sense for engineering datasets. 

2   Related Work 

Hawkins defines an outlier as “an observation which deviates so much from other 
observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism” 
[6]. Traditionally outlier detection in engineering disciplines depends on statistical 
approaches. After fitting a data series into a bell-shaped statistical distribution, those 
data points located far away from the mean (e.g. 3 standard deviations) are deemed 
outliers; multivariate outlier detection techniques can help identify outliers within a 
multivariate dataset. Other commonly used techniques are quartile methods, and visu-
alization methods using scatter plot, etc. With regard to the data complexity and sheer 
data volume in engineering systems, outlier detection using statistical approaches is 
very inefficient and even impractical due to their limitations such as the difficulties 
with handling higher dimensional data, and the necessary assumption of distributions.  
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A distance-based definition of outliers was first proposed by Knorr and Ng. They 
introduced DB-outlier to identify outliers from a large database (i.e. with high dimen-
sions and high data volume) [2]. A DB-outlier is defined as follows: “An object O in a 
dataset T is considered a DB(p,D)-outlier if at least a fraction p of the objects in T 
lies greater than distance D from O”. The authors claim that this definition general-
izes the notion of outlier defined in statistical tests for standard distributions. DB-
outlier tends to find outliers in global context, which means some important outliers 
deviated from their local clusters are probably missed if a large number of isolated 
points or loosely packed clusters appear. While Knorr and Ng’s definition is distribu-
tion free, it lacks a mechanism to rank outliers. Without violating the original notion 
of DB(p,D) outlier, Ramaswamy et al. further propose to rank each point based on its 
distance to its kth nearest neighbour, and use a partition-based algorithm to efficiently 
mine top-N outliers from a large database [7]. For them, the outliers are the top n 
data elements whose distance to the kth nearest neighbour is greatest. This definition 
also eliminates the need to estimate an appropriate distance D. 

Another popular algorithm is a local density based outlier-mining algorithm pro-
posed by Breunig et al. [3]. A Local Outlier Factor (LOF) is assigned for each object 
with respect to its surrounding neighbourhood. The LOF value depends on how the 
data points are closely packed in its local reachable neighbourhood. These points deep 
inside a dense cluster have a LOF value of approximately 1 while the isolated points 
have a much higher value. The authors claim that this definition also catches the spirit 
of the outlier definition given by Hawkins [6]. The local outlier notion seems more 
reasonable than DB-outlier because each data point can be measured with a numerical 
factor based on how the data is deviated from its genuine cluster. Therefore the out-
liers can be ranked as per their LOF values. 

Tang et al. improved to some extent the LOF definition by using their Connec-
tivity-based Outlier Factor (COF) for a dataset containing low density patterns. In 
such a case, LOF would not be effective to measure the density of an outlier with 
respect to its sparse neighbourhood [4]. 

The biggest hurdle of effectively applying these afore-mentioned outlier-mining 
algorithms in the engineering domain is the determination of their input parameters. 
All the parameters should be either known a priori or estimated and optimized by 
trial-and-error with the help of expert opinions. In particular, LOF is very sensitive to 
its parameter MinPts and DB-outlier results vary greatly when D and p change. Sub-
jective results make it difficult to implement these outlier-mining algorithms for out-
lier detection in engineering applications. 

3   Resolution-Based Outlier 

TURN* is a nonparametric clustering algorithm [5]. The optimum clustering of a 
dataset can be obtained automatically based on resolution change: when the resolution 
changes on a dataset, the clusters in the dataset redistribute. All the objects are in the 
same cluster when the resolution is very low, meanwhile every object is a single clus-
ter when the resolution is very high, and therefore the optimum clustering can be 
achieved at a point between these two extreme scenarios. The “TURN-CUT” tech-
nique was introduced to detect this critical point during the resolution change by look-
ing for a plateau in the curve of the differential of some collected cluster statistics [5].  
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The same observation holds when viewing all the objects in the dataset from the 
perspective of outliers. All the objects are outliers when the resolution is high enough 
to warrant no neighbours (by distance measure) for any objects in the dataset; mean-
while all the objects are “inliers” when the resolution is low enough to have all the 
objects close-packed in a single cluster. If the resolution of a dataset changes, differ-
ent outliers demonstrate different clustering-related behaviors during resolution 
change; those objects more isolated, with less neighbours, and far away from large 
data communities are more liable to be outliers. On the other hand, the top outliers 
will be merged into a cluster later when the resolution is decreased. As a result, the 
accumulated cluster-related properties collected on one object can be used to measure 
its degree of outlyingness relative to its close neighbourhood and community (reach-
able neighbourhoods). We first define the neighbourhood of an object:  

Definition 1. Neighbourhood of Object O:  

If an Object O has a nearest neighbouring points P along each dimension 
in k-dimensional dataset D and the distance between P and O is less or 
equal to 1, then P is defined as the close neighbour of O, all the close 
neighbours of P are also classified as the close neighbours of O, and so 
on. All these connected objects are classified as the same neighbourhood. 

The threshold value is taken as 1 to measure whether two points are close enough to 
become neighbours. The absolute value of this threshold is not important because the 
pair-wise distances between points are relative measurements during resolution 
change. The algorithm finds the maximum resolution Smax at which all the points are 
far enough from each other to be non-neighbours, and the minimum resolution Smin at 
which all the points are close enough to be neighbours.  

Secondly we define the resolution-based outlier factor for each object: 

Definition 2. Resolution-Based Outlier Factor (ROF): 

If the resolution of a dataset changes consecutively between maximum 
resolution where all the points are non-neighbours, and minimum resolu-
tion where all the points are neighbours, the resolution-based outlier 
factor of an object is defined as the accumulated ratios of sizes of clus-
ters containing this object in two consecutive resolutions. 
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Where r0, r2…ri…rR. are the resolutions at each step, R is the total number of resolution 
change steps from Smax to Smin, CluserSize(O,r) is the number of objects in the cluster 
containing object O at a resolution r. 

At each resolution, we cluster the points based on the distance between every two 
objects and the neighbourhood definition. The time complexity of clustering at each 
resolution is O(NLogN) as demonstrated in [5]. The cluster size of each object is set 
to 1 at the beginning ( i.e. at Max. resolution), then the cluster size increases for the 
object whenever the object gets merged, or the cluster containing the object merges 
other objects at the next lower resolution. 
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The cluster size at the previous resolution is reduced by 1 for ease of comparison, 
which will set the ROF of an object to 0 before the object gets merged. Top N outliers 
are the N elements with the lowest ROF value. 

Universally defining an outlier is somewhat controversial and is often subjective, 
relative to the application at hand. While considering locality and globality, our defi-
nition still embodies the essence of the accepted definition given by Hawkins [6] with 
regard to deviation from other observations. 

4   Resolution-Based Outlier Mining Algorithm 

Using the definitions of close neighbourhood and ROF in the previous section, a reso-
lution-based outlier detection and ranking algorithm (RB-MINE) is proposed for 
mining top-N outliers in a dataset with multiple numerical attributes.  

The resolution change ratio r is a percentile value used for computing the resolu-
tion change step size. The reason why this parameter is not considered an input pa-
rameter for the nonparametric clustering algorithm TURN* is explained in [5]. The 
same argument can be applied here to the RB-outlier mining algorithm. Indeed our 
experimental tests show the resolution change ratio, so long as it is kept in a moderate 
range, has a minor effect on the outlier results. Thus the user does not need to spend 
much effort to fine-tune this parameter, unlike the current popular outlier mining 
algorithms. Moreover, this ratio need not be static. It can decrease dynamically start-
ing with a large step declining to a smaller step progressively. We found in our exten-
sive experiments that fixing this resolution change to a static 10% gave good results 
for a wide range of data. 

 
RB-CLUSTER 
Given a resolution r and a dataset D: 

1. Scale the coordinates using current resolution r. 
 Current Coordinates = Original Coordinates * r 

2. For each object O 
     For the objects within a threshold distance of 1 from O, find the closest neighbours in each 

direction (+,-) along every dimension. (this can be done with a sort on each dimension) 
3. Pick an unlabeled object and give it a new cluster label C. 

      Initialize its neighbourhood chain nChain and set the cluster size of C to 1. 
4. Scan this object’s close neighbours. For each neighbour: 

If the neighbour is unlabeled, give the neighbour the same cluster label C, add the 
neighbour to nChain, and increase the cluster size of C by 1. 

If the neighbour has already been labeled as C’ (C’ ≠ C), change the label of all 
points in cluster C’ to C.  Increase the cluster size of C by the number of objects con-
tained in cluster C’, then delete records on cluster C’. 

5. Move to the next object on nChain. Repeat 4 until all objects on nChain are checked. 
6. Record the size of cluster C. 
7. Repeat (3)~(6) until all objects are labeled. 
8. For each object p, update the ROF value. 

Fig. 1. RB-CLUSTER component algorithm 
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RB-MINE 
Given a dataset D and the specified number N of top outliers 

1. Find the maximum resolution, Smax, at which no close neighbours can be found for each 
object, and the minimum resolution, Smin, at which all the points are close neighbours in 
the same neighbourhood. 

2. Starting at Smax, initialize the ROF value as 0 for each object. 
3. Update ri = ri-1 + (Smax –Smin)*∆r, (∆r is the resolution changing ratio). 
4. Run RB-CLUSTER to cluster the objects at resolution ri. 
5. Update the ROF value for each object. 
6. Rank objects in an increasing order of ROF, obtain top N outliers. 

Fig. 2. RB-MINE algorithm 

The finalized RB-outlier algorithm is comprised of a component algorithm RB-
CLUSTER in Figure 1, and an overall algorithm RB-MINE in Figure 2. RB-
CLUSTER clusters objects in the dataset at each resolution step while RB-MINE 
steers the mining process through the change of resolution and collection of ROF for 
each object. 

5   Comparison of RB-Outlier with DB-Outlier and LOF-Outlier 

One of the primary factors determining the outlier mining results is the outlier notion, 
which describes what an outlier is and assigns it a measuring factor, if it is possible.  

For examples, DB(D,p) outlier evaluates the inconsistency of an object by judging 
if there are sufficient number of objects within D (or the distance to its kth nearest 
neighbour is closer than D, where k is the (1-p) percent of the total number of ob-
jects), therefore the algorithm searches for the specified number of nearest points in a 
global context; LOF-outlier measures the degree of outlyingness by taking only a 
restricted neighbourhood into account, LOF varies depending on how an object is 
deviated from its “best-guess” cluster in a local context. 

The RB-outlier notion measures how an object deviates from its close neighbour-
hood. The definition of neighbourhood implies that this neighbourhood actually in-
cludes a series of chained neighbourhoods (we call it a “community”), as such, RB-
outlier measures an object against its degree of outlyingness by taking both “global” 
and “local” features into account. 

6   Experimental Results 

To validate the RB-outlier mining results and compare with those detected by DB-
outlier and LOF-outlier mining algorithms, we implemented all three algorithms in 
the same C++ development environment, and conducted experiments on a number of 
synthetic datasets as well as a real world construction equipment dataset obtained 
from a large building contractor. This section summarizes our experimental results 
and comparative analysis on a token 200-tuple 2D synthetic dataset, a 10,000-tuple 
2D synthetic dataset, and a 1033-tuple 3D construction equipment dataset.  
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A Synthetic 2D dataset of four clusters with a total number of 200 objects: The 
token dataset shown in Figure 3.A, contains four distinct clusters and 20 outliers. This 
dataset, used in many clustering research projects for validating clustering results can 
be equally applied for visual validation of outlier detection. We run the three algo-
rithms separately on this dataset, each identifying the top-10 and top-20 outliers and 
marking up these points in the density plot. DB-outlier was optimal with p=97/200 
and LOF-outlier with MinPts=3. Figure 3.A summarizes the top outliers detected by 
RB-outliers. 

 
A: Top-20 outliers identified by RB-outlier in 
a 200-tuple synthetic dataset 

B: Top-200 outliers identified by RB-outlier 
in a 10,000-tuple synthetic dataset  

Fig. 3. Top outliers identified by RB-outlier in two synthetic datasets 

Among the top-10 outliers, eight out of the top-10 outliers are the same with the 
three algorithms; visual judgment on the density plot confirms the “outlyingness” of 
the identified objects and the eight objects voted unanimously as outliers are truly 
isolated as compared with others. This finding indicates that all the three algorithms 
can effectively find outliers from this dataset. However there are some differences 
between the three sets of results: 

 
1. Though top-3 outliers are exactly the same in the three sets of results, the other 

five unanimously identified outliers have different rankings in their perspective 
results. The five outliers have higher rankings in RB-outlier list. 

2. The outliers No. 4 and 5 in LOF-outlier results are interpreted differently by DB-
outlier and RB-outlier. In the DB-outlier set, No. 4 is ranked as No. 10 and No.5 
is not included in the top-10; nevertheless neither of them is included in RB-
outlier results at the top-10 level. This observation indicates that LOF-outlier 
tends to take objects in a small isolated cluster as outliers, the same tendency can 
be observed with DB-outlier. This finding can be explained by the definition for 
the minimum number of neighbouring points in LOF-outlier and DB-outlier: a 
small cluster containing number of objects less than this specified parameter 
tends to be classified as “a cluster of outliers.”  
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The afore-mentioned conclusions are further enhanced by increasing the number of 
outliers in the top list. For example, if we look at the top-20 outliers in Figure 3.A, 
they are indeed detected by all the algorithms. However, RB-outlier shifts the unani-
mously identified outliers to higher rankings in its top-20 list. 

Precision and recall are two measures in information retrieval that could be used as 
criteria for evaluating the outlier results. Precision is defined as the percentage of 
correct outliers in the set of detected outliers (i.e. the total number of correctly de-
tected outliers divided by the number of labeled outliers); recall is the percentage of 
all known outliers correctly detected (i.e. total number of correctly detected outliers 
divided by the total number of existing outliers). For top-20, Precision and Recall are 
the same and all three algorithms achieve 100%. However, scrutinizing at a lower n 
for top-outliers, RB-outlier always has better or equivalent precision and recall. 

A synthetic 10,000 object dataset containing nine clusters of different shapes: 
This dataset is also widely used for visually validating clustering results. The dataset 
contains 9 clusters of difference shapes and significant noise. This experiment aims to 
verify the capability of RB-outlier to distinguish outliers from “inliers” in a relatively 
large set and in the presence of clusters of arbitrary shapes. 

In this experiment, we compared the top-200 outlier results identified by LOF-
outlier and RB-outlier respectively, as marked up in Figure 3.B. Though both identify 
similar objects as outliers in this dataset, a detailed observation reveals that LOF-
outlier biases objects in locally sparse areas, and RB-outlier takes local sparsity and 
global sparsity into consideration when picking up outliers. The LOF algorithm as-
signs a higher outlier factor for the object whose local density is lower than its 
neighbours. Therefore, when the number of outliers to detect is increased, LOF-
outlier marks the objects at the edge of dense clusters as outliers, while RB-outlier 
tends to pick up outliers from isolated objects. RB-outlier’s performance is indeed the 
sought for behaviour in construction engineering data. 

A 3D construction equipment management dataset: To test-drive the RB-outlier 
mining algorithm and validate its usefulness in engineering datasets, we conducted 
experiments on a three-dimensional construction equipment dataset obtained from a 
large building contractor. The dataset includes characteristic attributes for 1033 pieces 
of equipment in the contractor’s equipment fleet. Three numerical attributes are de-
fined for each unit in addition to the identify attribute: the yearly repair/maintenance 
cost (yearly cost), the rate of charge, and the age. The objective of the experiments is 
to identify top listed inconsistent units from the dataset. The inconsistency of these 
units indicates the abnormal combination of the three attributes for a unit with respect 
to its similar equipment sub-group; 

Using DB-outlier, LOF-outlier and RB-outlier algorithms, we identify the top-20 
outliers from the selected equipment fleet. A comparison of the three sets of outliers 
determines that 11 out of 20 are unanimously identified as outliers by the three algo-
rithms in their top-20 lists. LOF-outlier generates very similar results to DB-outlier 
with 16 being the same out of the top-20. This is not surprising because a large num-
ber of isolated objects appear in this dataset. LOF definition becomes similar to the 
DB-outlier notion for a sparsely distributed dataset: both start by looking for mini-
mum number of neighbouring objects. Two additional units are identified as outliers 
by both LOF-outlier and RB-outlier; but no addition outlying units are identified by 
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both DB-outlier and RB-outlier besides the 11 common units. RB-outlier moves all 
the 11 common units to higher rankings and adds 6 new units in the top-20 outlier list. 
Analysis of the 6 added units against their individual equipment sub-group and the 
entire fleet confirmed their interestingness.  

The inability of identifying some outstanding outliers by DB-outlier and LOF-
outlier mining algorithms can be illustrated from their outlier notions: these two algo-
rithms evaluate the degree of outlying by drawing a hyper-sphere around each object; 
and the number of objects inside the hyper-sphere influences the outlier measurement 
of the object. The outliers harbored inside the concave of a cluster can not be identi-
fied efficiently based on this rational, subsequently some outliers become missing in 
the results if the two algorithms are applied on a real life dataset which may contain 
clusters of any arbitrary shape. 

Among the top-20 outliers, Unit# 505-401, a soil cement plant (300 to 600 TPH), 
is detected as No.1 outlier by DB-outlier and No. 2 outlier by LOF-outlier, but is not 
identified as an outlier by RB-outlier. Detailed analysis of this unit finds out it is the 
only unit in this equipment class, therefore it is not a “true” outlier in the application. 
Other outliers in top-20 of DB-outliers (no. 16 and 17) are also the only units in their 
respective equipment class; No. 18 of LOF-outliers is identified as outlier because it 
is in a small 2-object cluster. These outlying units in DB-outlier and LOF-outlier 
results are of no particular interests; their appearance somehow degrades the general 
quality of the top-N outlier mining results. On the contrary, all the 11 common outly-
ing units, the three found by RB-outlier and by another method, and the 6 additional 
units unique to the RB-outlier results are indeed inconsistent units relative to their 
individual equipment sub-group. If we consider the 11 common units as “true” out-
liers, and look at the top-20 or less in the outlier results, the recall is generally better 
for RB-outlier when we compare the three algorithms. 

Execution time is not reported or discuss because all the three algorithms are com-
parable. While LOF uses an index structure like R* trees to find nearest neighbours, 
this index structure collapses with high dimensional spaces and the time complexity 
of all three methods becomes in the order O(N2) when the dimensionality is above 15 
or 20 dimensions. In those cases, outlier analysis can benefit from linear approaches 
approximating k-nearest neighbours such as [8, 9, 10]. 

7   Summary and Conclusion 

Outlier mining provides unprecedented advantages for detecting inconsistent records 
from a large database, which could not be possibly accomplished with traditional 
statistical techniques. Nevertheless the current popular outlier mining algorithms, 
when applied for engineering applications are neither efficient nor effective because 
of their domain-dependent parameters. The outlier notions in the current algorithms 
are targeted at either global or local outliers, but in engineering data, the data is typi-
cally noisy and clusters in the dataset are not well bounded as in the synthetic datasets 
used by some authors. At the same time, the current outlier mining algorithms cannot 
efficiently detect outliers from a dataset containing clusters of arbitrary shapes, such 
as in the engineering data. 
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The resolution-based outlier definition and the nonparametric RB-outlier mining 
algorithm RB-MINE introduced in this paper are more suited to engineering data 
when compared with the popular DB-outlier and LOF-outlier schemes. The algorithm 
overcomes the problems stated above and can be used for robust outlier detection in a 
wide variety of multi-dimensional datasets in engineering data.  

The ability of mining top-N outliers based on ROF provides a mechanism of rank-
ing by the degree of “interestingness”. Problems in the records can be identified by 
looking at the top listed outliers for further investigation. The outlier mining tech-
nique we propose is expected to eliminate the burden of domain experts spent on 
estimating and tuning unknown parameters.  
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